Highwave AutoDogMug Review-2021

THIS IS THE ONLY AUTHENTIC LISTING FOR THE HIGHWAVE AUTODOGMUG - any other
listing is considered a counterfeit and only ours can be guaranteed to be BPA Free as well as food
and dishwasher safe.
BEWARE OF IMPOSTERS -Any sellers listing the AutoDogMug are NOT authentic Highwave
AutoDogMugs.
EASY TO USE AND MESS-FREE -Our patented one-handed hydration system is simple to use: just
squeeze the bottle and the specially designed valve delivers water to the bowl. Release your
squeeze, and the water returns to the virtually leak-free bottle.
DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENCE -The 20 ounce bottle easily fits into any standard car cup holder.
It features an adjustable hook-and-loop strap that can be secured around your wrist or attached to
your backpack or belt, making it easy to carry on the go.
FILL WITH FRESH WATER FROM A TRUSTED SOURCE -Having fresh, clean water for your dog
can help prevent health issues related to drinking from public water bowls and puddles which can
contain disease-bearing bacteria, parasites or unknown toxins.The original travel mug for dogs,
available in six bright colors! If your dog had a best friend (other than you), this would be it. Public
water bowls can contain harmful pathogens, travel water bowls are an inconvenience to use. The
Original AUTODOGMUG is the first and only, one handed hydration system for dogs. Squeeze and
water fills the bowl for your pup to drink, release and the remaining water returns to the bottle.
Comes with a removable strap, which can be used as a handle, or for attaching to a pack.
Best for: Dog Walkers, Avid Hikers, & Your BFF Specs: Holds 20 oz, BPA-free polypropylene Care:
Top Rack Dishwasher Safe or Hand Wash Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount
code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

